
ANNOTATION 323<.

In an internal strabismus where convergence 'is weak, and the
near point is- farther away than normal recession wotild- be- in-
advisable. In these cases advancement or resection of the externi
is indicated.

In many instances these may be combined. When both recession
and resection' or advancement are used it seems better to do the
recession first. This puts less stress on the sutures for the re- -
section with less likelihood of slipping or cutting out.
The cosmetic results with properly perform-ed recession are

excellent and there is no faltering of convergence, caruncular
retraction, or late deviation outwards.

Post-Operative Treatment
With recession alone- the' reaction is usually slight.

With advancement or resection, it is greater. Ice compresses
during the early stage, give comfort-and reduce swelling. The
eyes should be irrigated with boracic solutiort and -the dressing
changed- once or twice daily. letaphen ointment or some other
antiseptic is instilled when dressings are changed, and atropine
1 per cent. used daily. B:oth eyes are covered for the first few days.
In recession alone one eye is uncovered about the third day and
both about the fifth or sixth.- With advancement both eyes are
kept covered for about 5- days. (Orthoptic treatment during the
early healing period does more harm than good.)
To summarise, the value of a careful pre-operative examination

in strabismus has been stressed. With this as-a background plus
an evaluation of the locaJ conditions foiund at the time of operation,
results under general anaesthesia are good. Operation should be
performed when other treatment has failed and not delayed too
Iong. Recession of the, over-acting muscles or advancenment or
resection of the under-acting muscles, or a combination of these,
will correct most cases. The recession operation is preferable to
tenotomy.

ANNOTATION

Disability Lawsuit following Successful- Bilateral
Cataract Extraction

This, is the title of a short paper in the Amer. Ji. of Ophthal.
February, 1942, read before the Colorado Ophthalmological Society
at Denver in November, 1940, by R. W. Danielson and J. C. Long.
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The' authors were employed to prepare an ophtbArnalogic I vocabu-
lary and series-of ocular facts- apropos to thee case. fIn this case.a
palicy of disability insurance of considerable- magnitude contained
theofollowing, sign)ficant clause': " the irrecoverable toss of sght in
both eyes," or- the total and permanent loss by accidnt or disease
of the use of both hands, or both feet, or of one hand or one foot,

___ shall constitutetAtal and permanent disability,
Many years after -the issue,.of -the policy, the bolder developed

cataracts which were .successfulflyremoved, and he returned to. his
work as a real estate agent- lie apparently: noted that the policy
said " loss of sight in the eye" and realizing that no lens could be
put back in the eye, he applied to-the company for total disability
benefits. The company refused and the holder brought 'an action
for recovery. The ophthalmologicali- fact's were not in dispute. The,
judge, who sat without a jury, ruled in favour of the policy holder;
his reasons are given. The company next appealed and the decision
was reversed. It must be stated that with glasses- the holder's sight
in. each eye was. normal after the operation.

In America, we do not know if the same is 'eld in Britain, it is
$4 a cardinal principle of insu ance law that a policy or contract of
insurance is to be construed liberally in favour of the insured aind
s.trictly as against- the company."'
No doubt the point is a nice .one. and would have been so

considered by,. those eminent, legal luminaries "Sir Abrabam
Haphazard" and "WYaterbuck, Q.C."; but to our non-legl mind we
-donot see that the insurer suffered any permanen.t disability. Glasses
gave him normal vision and he was able to go on with his work.
As the authors of this paper say:-" One can se:e that, if the judg-
ment of the lower court had, not been reversed, the, ruling might
have been extended- by being construed to apply to errors of
refraction and even to simple presbyopia. * Such a liberality in the
interpretation of this clause could, of course, ruin -any insurance
company doing this type, of business. However, if the policy were
to be construed in the claimant's original limited contention of. in
the eye, then such blindness due to conditions in brain lesions,
optic atrophy, a severance of optic nerves by gunshot, or skull
fracture would not be covered-an obviously unfair interpretation."
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